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1. Introduction 
Recently Stan’ko [34] proved an approximation theorem that seems likely to have 
fundamental importance in geometric topology: Any embedding of a compactum 
X into R4, dim X s q - 3, can be approximated arbitrarily closely by an embedding 
g : X + Rq which is locally homotopically 1 co-connected (l-LCC), that is, R4 -g(X) 
is locally homotopically l-connected (l-LC) at g(X) (definitions below). Unfortu- 
nately, his proof has some difficult spots, primarily because of the uncommon 
operations of resolution and reconstitution. In this paper we present his proof in the 
language of immersions, and extend it to a relative version for r-compact subsets 
of arbitrary (topological metric) manifolds. Here a-compact means only a countable 
union of compact subsets; it does not imply in addition locally compact as in [ 171. 
Such subsets arise naturally in topological self-general-position theory (see [36] or 
[ 18, § 41) and taming theory (e.g., any embedding f: X + Rq of a compactum X, 
dim X ZG q -3, is I-LCC mod some O-dimensional a-compactum Fc X, that is, 
R4 -f(X -F) is l-LC at f(X); see [14, Theorem 6.11). 
Approximation Theorem (generalizing Stan’ko [34]). Suppose Q” is a topologicaZ 
manifold and X is an arbitrary a-compact subset with dim X c q - 3. Given any 
* This paper was written and circulated in 1973/74, but never published. In light of subsequent 
developments in this area of topology, it is interesting to note (as described herein) Stan’ko’s introduction 
of grope techniques to taming problems, implicitly at least. 
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majorant map E : X + (0, a), there exists an embedding g : X + Q within E of the 
inclusion such that g(X) is l-LCC in Q, that is, Q-g(X) is l-LC at g(X). 
If aQ # 0 and dim(X naQ) s q -4, then g may be chosen so that in addition 
g(X n aQ) = g(X) n aQ and g(X n dQ) is l-LCC in aQ. 
If Y is a closed subset ofX such that Y is l-LCC in Q and Y naQ is l-LCC in 
aQ, then g may be taken to be the identity on Y. 
Addendum. In addition to the embedding g one can choose an arbitrarily small ambient 
psueodoisotopy of Q which, when applied to g, provides an isotopy of g to the inclusion 
map ML, Q. More precisely, given any majorant map 77 : Q + [0, ~0) such that X - Y c 
~~~(0, CO), there exists an T-pseudoisotopy h, : Q + Q, t E [0, l] (defined below), such 
that h,g = id(X). Furthermore, h, may be chosen so that its only nondegenerate point 
inverses lie in h;‘(clU(X - Y)), where cl,(X- Y) is the closure of X - Y in some 
arbitrarily small open neighborhood U of X - Y in Q. 
We use id(X) to denote both the identity map and the inclusion map X-, Q. A 
homotopy h, : Q + Q, t E [0, 11, is an r]-pseudoisotopy if h, = id(Q); each h,, t E [0, 11, 
is a homeomorphism; h, is a proper surjection; and for each w E Q, the path 
{h,(w)[t E [0, 11) has diameter CT(W). Recall that such an h, is necessarily cellular 
[20]. In the Addendum it may be necessary that h;‘(aQ) nint Q#0 (see Section 
7), and also that h;‘(cl,(X - Y) -(X - Y)) contains nondegenerate point inverses 
(see Section 6). Note that for X closed in Q one may choose cl,(X - Y) = X - Y. 
The idea of realizing wild embeddings by pseudoisotopy of tame embeddings is 
due to KeldyS [23]. 
The following Corollary is discussed more fully in [18, Section 31. 
Corollary (Same hypotheses). In the space of all embeddings of X into Q with the 
majorant topology, the subspace of all l-LCC embeddings is a dense-by-ambient- 
pseudoisotopy G6 subset. 
Corollary (c.f. Stank’ko [35]; discussed in [ 181). 7’he k-dimensional Menger compac- 
turn Mt in Rq and the k-dimensional Niibeling space Ni in R4 are each universal for 
all k-dimensional a-compacta {X} in R4, that is, any such X embeds in both Mf and 
Ni (no dimension restrictions). 
The Approximation Theorem can be regarded as an extension to non-trivial 
dimensions of the classical Menger-Nobeling embedding theorem [22, Theorem 
V-21, which works when 2 dim X + 1 G q and produces a l-LCC embedding when 
in addition dim X G q - 3. Previous to Stan’ko the Approximation Theorem above 
was also known for X a topological manifold, in which case g can be chosen a 
locally flat embedding [28]. (Bryant extended this to polyhedra [8].) Interestingly, 
Stan’ko’s Theorem offers an alternative route to Miller’s theorem [31]. 
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In an earlier paper [33], Stan’ko illustrated the significance of the l-LCC property 
by introducing the notion of demension (=dimension of embedding). It turns out 
that arbitrary compacta in topological manifolds can often be handled analogously 
to polyhedra in PL manifolds, if one works with demension instead of dimension. 
An introduction to demension theory is given in [18]. 
The following remarks are increasingly technical. 
Remark 1. If X is a (+-compact l-LCC subset of a topological manifold Q4, then 
X is k-LCC in Q for all 0 G k < q -dim X - 2 (generalizing [29, Theorem 4.11 to 
a-compacta by a limit argument). This paper does not use this remark, nor its 
converse that if a a-compactum X in Q9 has no interior and is k-LCC for 0 < k G 
q - n - 2, then dim X G n, but these facts have geometric significance in dimension 
theory. 
Remark 2. The Approximation Theorem is also true if X is a codimension 1 
submanifold of int Q (q 2 5) for which there is a O-dimensional u-compact subset 
F c X such that Q-(X-F) is l-LC in Q. As a consequence such an X is locally 
flatly approximable ([ 161, also [13]). Details are in [9]. Still open are the questions 
of whether all codimension 1 submanifolds have such subsets F (c.f. [15, Theorem 
21) or whether all codimension 1 submanifolds have I-LCC approximations. 
Remark 3. If one merely asks that g(XnJQ) be l-LCC in aQ, then it suffices to 
assume X n aQ is cr-compact and dim(X n aQ) G q -4, with no assumptions at all 
on X - aQ. For example X - aQ could be all of Q - aQ. This version, like the aQ # 0 
case of the Theorem, is a corollary of the Addendum (applied to aQ), and is 
explained more fully in Section 7. In general, if Mm is a locally flat submanifold 
of Q (say 8M = 0 = dQ for simplicity) and X is an arbitrary subset of Q such that 
X n M is a a-compact and dim(X n M) s m - 3, then there exists an embedding 
g : X + Q, arbitrarily close to the inclusion and realizable by appropriate pseudo- 
isotopy of (Q, M), such that g-‘(M) = X n M and g(X n M) is l-LCC in M. 
Remark 4. The proof of the Theorem actually produces an embedding of X into a 
Nobeling space (if Q = R4). If q = 4 (where the Theorem is classical), this conceiv- 
ably may be a stronger conclusion than being I-LCC embedded. 
A subset X c Q is locally homotopicallyp-co-connected (p 2 0; abbreviated p-LCC) 
if Q-X is p-LC at X, that is, for each x E X and each neighborhood U of x in Q, 
there is a neighborhood V of x in Q such that any map (Y : Sp + V - X is null- 
homotopic in U-X. If Q is metric and X is compact, this property is uniform for 
x E X (hence p-ULCC, compared to p-ULC), i.e., given E > 0 there exists S > 0 such 
that for any x E X, if U is the open &-neighborhood N(x, E), then V may be taken 
to be N(x, 6). LCCk means p-LCC for all 0 G p s k; similarly for ULCCk. A map 
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f: X + Q, (especially for us an embedding) is p-LCC if f(X) is p-LCC in Q. We 
recall that if Q is metric, then the LCCk property is hereditary for arbitrary subsets 
of Q without interior (that is, if XL, Q is LCCk and X has no interior, then Y+ Q 
is LCCk for any Y c X; [ 191). Also if Q is complete metric, then the LCCk property 
is preserved under countable union of a-compact subsets of Q without interior. 
Note on terminology 
Originally we used the expression l-LC embedding instead of l-LCC embedding, 
but there were some justified objections that this didn‘t quite mesh with the accepted 
terminology that a k-LC map is one whose point inverses are locally k-connected 
(compare k-UV), and the fact that it is the local connectivity of the complement 
that one is measuring (not the embedding or its mapping cylinder; for example, the 
mapping cylinder of any map of a compact manifold to a manifold is locally 
contractible). We choose not to use such previous expressions as Q -f(X) is k-LC 
at f(X) and locally nice as being either too cumbersome or imprecise. The ter- 
minology k-LCC was suggested by Chris Lather. 
2. Preliminaries and statement of the fundamental lemma 
Let Bk = [-1, ilk c Rk = Rk XOC R4. If (0, do) is a metric space, let dist,(A, B) 
denote the distance between subsets A and B of Q. Given a function E : Q + (0, w), 
let N(x, E)={WE Qld,( x, w) < E(X)} and N(A, E) = IJxEA N(x, E). The closure and 
frontier of a subset A of a topological space are denoted cl A and fr A, and topological 
homeomorphism is denoted =. We will make use of the following elementary facts. 
Proposition 1. Suppose g : X + Y is a map of topological spaces, where X is T,. Then 
g is an embedding ifand only iffor each closed subset B c X and each x E X - B, g(x) e 
cl g(B). 
Proposition 2 (Convergence Criterion; cf. [4, Theorem 7; 1, Lemma 2.11). Suppose 
X is a metric space and Q is a complete metric space. Suppose one constructs a sequence 
{t&i, Si) I i = 1,2, . . .} of majorant maps { ei : X + (0, 00)) and embeddings { gi : X + Q} 
in such a manner that each ei can depend on E~_~ and gi_,, and each gi is an arbitrary 
embedding that is ei-close to g,_,. Then the sequence {ei} may be chosen so small that 
g = lim gi exists and is an embedding. 
Proof. Given &i--l and gi-19 it suffices to choose &i(X) < 
i min{e,_,(x), distq(gipl(x), gi_l(X - N(x, l/i)))} for each x E X. Then g = lim gi is 
an embedding by Proposition 1. q 
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Proposition 3. Suppose X is a-compacturn in Rq, dim XC q - 2 and (dim X, q) # 
(1,3). Suppose P is a countable union of compact, 1 -dimensional subpolyhedra in Rq, 
and suppose 17 : Rq + [0, ~0) is a map such that X n P c ~~‘(0, CO). Then there is an 
ambient v-isotopy of Rq which moves X oflof I? 
Note. In all of our applications P will be closed in some open subset of Rq. 
Proof. If X is compact and P is a polyhedron, this is well known (using [22, 
Theorem IV 41; see [26, Lemma 31 for the (0,3) case; the examples in [27], [5] are 
counterexamples to the (1,3) case). The general case is proved by a countable 
number of applications of the compact case, making use of Proposition 2. 0 
Proposition 4 (For the (+-compact case). Suppose X is a c+-compact subset of the 
metric space Q and E : X + (0,~) is a map. Then there exists a map 77 : Q+ [0, 00) 
such that ~-~(0,00) is a neighborhood ofX and 77 1 X < E. 
The heart of the paper is the following Lemma, whose proof occupies the next 
three sections. The case for X compact is treated by itself in Sections 3,4 and the 
c+-compact case is discussed in Section 5. We postpone the cases Y #fl# aQ and 
all discussion of the Addendum to the Theorem (concerning the pseudoisotopy) 
until Section 6. 
Fundamental Lemma. Suppose f: X + Rq is an embedding of a a-compactum X, 
dim Xc q -3, such that f(X) n (aB2 x Bq-2) = (~3. Given any majorant map E :X + 
(0, CO), there exists an embedding g: X -+ Rq such that g is e-close to f; g = f on 
fl(Rq -int Bq), g(f’(int Bq)) c int Bq and g(X) n B2 = 0. 
3. Fundamental Construction, compact case 
The Lemma is based on the Fundamental Construction, whose statement requires 
the following ad hoc definition. Call a map g : X + Rq of a space X a nice immersion 
if there exists a finite collection 04, . . . , 0: of closed disjoint q-cells in Rq (called 
the singularity cells of g), each factoring as 07 = 0: x Dy-‘, such that g is the union 
g = g, u g, of two embeddings gi : U, + Rq, i = 1,2, where X = U, u U, such that 
U, =X -gT1 (IJJ,, 07) and U, = X -g;‘(Ui=, 0,“) are open, g,( U,) n 
lJJ=, (dDf x OTT’) = 0 and g2( U2) n lJ,‘_, (Df x aD,“-‘) = 0. Thus, in particular, g is 
an immersion with the image of the singularity set lying in lJJ=, int 0,” (see Fig. 
1). If in addition B > 0 is such that diam 07 < E and diam g-‘( 0,“) < E for each j, 
then g is a nice e-immersion. 
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Fig. 1. 
Fundamental Construction (compact case). Suppose X is compact and E > 0. Given 
an embedding f as in the statement of the Fundamental Lemma, there exists a map g 
as in the conclusion, except that g is a nice e-immersion (of X into Rq -B*) whose 
singularity q-cells lie in int Bq -B*. 
Proof. First we observe that the F = co case of the Fundamental Construction implies 
the general E > 0 case in straightforward fashion: Let L be a fine l-dimensional grid 
in B* which partitions B* into finitely many squares {B;} such that for each j, 
diam Bj < E and diam f ‘( BT) < E. By Proposition 3 we can assume that f( X) misses 
L= IJ {aBj’}. Let A > 0 be so small that for each j, diam(Bfx ABqS2) < E, 
diamf’(B; x ABq-2) < E and f(X) n aB,’ x ABqP2 = 0. Now apply the E = CO case 
separately to each q-cell BT x ABq-*. 
Hence we assume E = 00 in the following proof. If q s 5 the Construction is known 
([22, p. 641; our g may be taken to be an embedding). Hence assume q 3 6. The 
basic observation is that there is a locally flat, connected orientable 2-manifold M2 
in Bq such that M2n3Bq =JMZ=aB2. This follows from the fact that aB* is 
null-homologous in Bq -f(X) (Alexander duality); or one can construct M2 by 
appealing directly to dimension theory, as follows. Let p : Bq + Bq-2 be the projection 
map. Then p is homotopic rel 8Bq to a map r : Bq + Bqm2 such that Orf n-(f(X) n Bq) 
([22, Theorem VI 11). Without loss r is differentiable (or piecewise linear) and 0 
is a regular value. Then the component of K’(O) containing dB2 is the desired 
M*. 0 
Now M2 is a 2-cell with handles. Since q 36, M* can be ambient isotoped onto 
a nice homeomorphic copy in B2 x [0, l] c B3; thus we can regard M2 as being 
obtained from B2 by attaching a finite number of unknotted, pairwise unlinked 
1 -handles {Hj-Bj’~B~]l~j~rr) lying in B2x[0,1], that is, M*= 
B2-UlCl aL?; x Bj2+uJzl Bf x aBj (see Figs. 2(b) and 3). 
Our goal at this point is, for each elongated handle HT.+, to define a reembedding 
of it ‘pi : H;,+ + B* x [ -1,0) beneath B* x 0 = B2 in B3, as suggested by Fig. 3, and 
then to extend this to an embedding Qj : Hi,+ x [-p, t~u]~-~-+= Bq - B2 of thickened 
Hj-+, as suggested by Fig. 4. If the reader can perceive the reembedding @ = +Gj 
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Fig. 2. (a) The 2-cell C: = A: u D?v F:u Gf u Hf c B’xOxB’. (b) M2 with one elongated handle. 
with the help of Figs. 2,3 and 4 and perhaps the paragraph after next, he need not 
read the following technical description. 
We begin by defining some precise structure for the handles of M2. For each j, 
let Cj’ be a 2-cell in int B’xOxint B’c B3 such that CT= Afv Dju F:LJ G~v Hf 
is the union of five 2-cells as shown in Fig. 2(a), such that Cjn B’ x0x0= 
(0; u Hj2) n (Aj’u FT u Gj2). Let B’*+ = [ -2,2] 1 B’ and suppose that (HjZ u Fj’u 
G;,HjZ)=(BjS+,B,!)x[-l,l] in such a manner that (H~uF~uGf)nB’~Ox0 
corresponds to dB; x [ - 1, l] and H: n 0,’ corresponds to B,! x - 1 and (Fj’ u G$ n AT 
corresponds to (Bj*+ - int Bi) x -1. Elongate HT by defining HT.+ = Hj’ u Fj’ u GT 
and let (HF’ c H;*+ be the subset corresponding to aBjr+ x [ - 1, 11. We can suppose 
that Hj (defined above) = H; x [-A, A] for some A > 0 ([-A, A] is really the second 
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Before : the embedding f, whose image intersects B2 X 0. 
the imersion g, whose image misses 
(the singularities of g do not show since they lie 
outside of B3 in the transverse direction). 
B2 X 0 
Fig. 3. The fundamental push (shown here in R’). 
factor ‘0 x [-A, A] x 0’ in B’ x [-A, A] x B’ c B3, with B,’ in H; = B,’ x Bf correspond- 
ing to [-A, A] x [-1, 11) and that f(X)nCfx[-A,A]cEyx(-A,A)u 
int 0; x [-A, A], where Ej is the open core of Hi,+ corresponding to Bj3+ x (-1, 1). 
Define H++ = H;*+ x [-A, A]. Let p>O be so small that f(X) n 
CTx[-h,h]x[-_~~,)(~]~-~~(E~~(--h,h)u intDj2~[-A,A])x[-~.,~]~-~ and 
define 0; = Dj’x [-A, A] x[-P, plqe3 and let Dj”-’ correspond to the factor 
[-A, A] x [-P, plqP3 in Dj”. We assume the cells {Cf x [-A, A] x [-p, P]~-~} are 
disjoint. 
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3rd coord 
+ 
[%,F3 direction 
l_st,2nd words 
0 (H?'+ x [,w?~-') -+ 
j J 
D; = Df X [-h,hl X t+,U 
(not outlined, but lies 
here) 
D; X [-&A] c B3 
Fig. 4. The reembedding @ in the Fundamental Construction. (Note the artificial dimensions. The 
coordinates differ from Fig. 3.) 
The immersion g is obtained from f simply by pushing the handles {H;,‘} 
underneath B2 x 0 in B3 and damping this push in the [--/1, plqm3 direction (see 
Figs. 3 and 4). Specifically, let I+$~, 0~ s G 1, be an isotopy (= homotopy through 
embeddings) of H;*+ in CT, fixed on [Hj,++, such that IcIJ,O = identity and (cI,,r( H?*+) = 
ATuFfuGj2-B’xOxO. Let qs=(Cj,,xid([-&A]): H~,++C~~X[-A,A] and let 
cps = +i=lCpi,s be the disjoint union of these isotopies. Let the embedding 
@:u;=, H;3+x[-p,p]q~34? q be the natural extension of cp, : UJ,, Hj7+ x O+ 
B3x0 given by @IUJ=, H~~~x{~}=cp,-,,~,,,~:~~=, Hj*+x{w}+ B3x{w} for each 
w E 1-I-G Plq-‘, where ]I w I] is the maximum-of-the-coordinates norm. 
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Let W=f’(U~=, Hj’+x[-p, plqm3) and defineg:X+ Rq bygl W= Of) Wand 
g ( X - W =fl X - W. Then g is the desired nice immersion, being the union of two 
embeddings g 1 U, and g 1 U,, where U, = X - (@jl W)-‘(Uj,, 0,“) and U, = 
X -f’(U~,, 07). The singularity cells (07) may be shrunk slightly to miss B*. 
4. Proofs of Lemma and Theorem, Compact Case 
Proof of Lemma (X compact). The proof of the Lemma involves repeated applica- 
tion of the Fundamental Construction. Let .Q, E, , . . . be a sequence of positive 
numbers such that CT=“=, Q < E. The idea is to construct a sequence g,, g,, . . . of maps 
of X into Rq - B* such that each gi is a nice Ei-immersion whose singularity q-cells 
lie in int Bq - B*, and such that gi agrees with f on f’(Rq -int Bq) and 
gi(fl(int Bq)) c int Bq and gi is .x-,-close to gi_l. The immersion gi+l will be 
obtained from g, by using the Fundamental Construction to remove the singularities 
of gi. This will introduce new singularities belonging to gi+,, but they will be of 
smaller size. The map g = limi,,g, will be the desired embedding. 
Figure 5 suggests all the 2-cells-with-handles {M*} constructed during the count- 
able number of applications of the Fundamental Construction in the proof of the 
Fundamental Lemma. The gi’s reembed the solid handles of this collection of M2’s 
by pulling them through the spanning membranes. Some readers may prefer to 
regard the entire collection of M*‘s as being constructed first, and then the reembed- 
dings {gi} performed all at once. The advantage of the following inductive proof is 
its succinctness. 
To start, let g, = f and let g, be a nice &,-immersion within E,, of go obtained by 
applying the Fundamental Construction to go. In general, given gi, let 9i = 
{ 0,” = 0; x Do-’ Ij E Ji} be the collection of associated singularity q-cells. Then gi+l 
is obtained by altering gi on g,‘(u 9i) as follows. Suppose gil : Ul -, Rq and 
Fig. 5. The model collection of M”s. 
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gi,2 : U, + R4 are the embeddings such that gi = g,,i u gi,z. The Fundamental Construc- 
tion (with E = ei+i) may be applied separately to each of the embeddings 
Si,llg~,~,(Dj9),jE 43 t o move them off U{@ x 0 (j E Ji}, and the results amalgamated 
to produce a nice Em+,-immersion hi,, : U,Rq.Thushi,l(UI)nDfxO=(dforeachjEJi, 
and the singularity q-cells Sit, = { 07 1 j E Ji+r} which arise in the construction of hi.1 
lie in U{int 07 - 0; X 0 Ij E J;}. Let hi,* : U,+ Rq be an embedding constructed from 
gi,* by squeezing each image set gJ U,) n DT(j E J,) toward 0,’ x 0 by sliding along 
the Dj”-’ factor keeping aD,4 fixed, SO that hi,2( U2 - U,) n (h,,( U,) u IJ 9i+,) = 0. 
Then gi+i = h,,i u hi,* is the next nice immersion of the sequence. Its associated 
singularity q-cells are the members of 9i+l, which are subsets of the interiors of 
members of si. 
To show that g = lim gi is an embedding, we first make a general observation: 
Suppose B c X and i > 0. Let D( B, i) = U{ 0,” ID: is a singularity q-cell of gi such 
thatBngl’(D~)#P)}.Theng(B)ng,(B)uD(B,i).Nowtoshowgisanembedding, 
suppose B is a closed subset of X and x E X-B (cf. Proposition 1). Let i be so 
large that 2Ei < dist(x, B), hence ({g,(x)} u D({x}, i)) n (cl gi( B) u D( B, i)) = 0. By 
the above observation, g(x) n cl g(B) = 0. (The cl’s here are for the upcoming 
a-compact case.) This completes the Lemma (compact case). 0 
Proof of Theorem (X compact, aQ = 0 = Y). The following proof is one variation 
of several (compare [30, Theorem 31). Let Ni be the set of all points in Rq with k 
or fewer coordinates rational (Nobeling’s k-dimensional universal set, cf. [22, p. 641). 
For any subset Z= Nz, the inclusion ZL, Rq has property ULCCq-k-2 (cf. 
[6, Theorem 21 for the model case). Let { Df 1 i = 1,2, . . .} be the countable collection 
of 2-cells whose union is Bq - Nzp3. Let {cpj : Rq + Q Ij = 1,2, . . .} be a collection of 
coordinate neighborhoods of Q such that Q = U,J!=, cpi(int B’). Let the set of all 
positive pairs {(i, j)} be sequentially ordered. Using the Fundamental Lemma and 
Propositions 2 and 3, it is an easy matter to construct a sequence of embeddings 
{g(,,, : X + Q} such that 
(I) gi,j,(X) n qj(@) ~0 and for each (i’,j’) > (i, j) and each x E X, 
dist(gci:j,,(x), v,(#))>+ dist(gci,j,(x)Vj(#)), and 
(2) the sequence {gci,j,} converges to an embedding g : X -+ Q such that g is e-close 
to XL, Q. Since g(X) n pj( 0:) = 0 for each (i, j), g is a I-LCC embedding. 0 
5. The a-compact case 
At first glance one might guess that the cT-compact case follows from a countable 
number of applications of the compact case, but this is not so. If X0 is a compact 
subset of the (+-compactum Xc Q, the compact case provides a reembedding of 
X0 which is l-LCC, but does not provide an extension of this embedding over X. 
We remark that the proof in Sections 3 and 4 fails in the a-compact case because 
of the nonexistence of the spanning surface M2. That is, tame S”s in the complement 
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of a codimension 23 a-compacturn may not bound 2-manifolds, as they did in the 
compact case. For example, let X0 = l-l:=‘=, Kk be a noncompact countable union of 
Antoine’s necklaces in R3 as pictured in Fig. 6, and let S be a circle which ‘links’ 
each one once. Then there is no spanning surface of finite genus for S’ in R3-X 
(via a minimum genus argument as in [21, p. 1411). Nevertheless, there is a 2-cell- 
with-countably-many-handles which spans S’ in R3 -X, and this suggests a proof. 
Fig. 6. 
As before, the proof of the Theorem ultimately rests on the Fundamental Construc- 
tion, whose extension to the a-compact case uses the following extension of the 
notion of nice immersion. Suppose W c Rq is open and g : X + W is a map. Then 
g is a decent immersion ofX into W if there exists a countable, discrete (rdisjoint 
and the union of any subcollection is closed in W) collection (0,” 11 ~j < CO} of 
closed q-cells in W (called the singularity cells of g), 07 = Dfx DJgd2, such that 
g = g, u g2 is the union of two embeddings gi: Ui + W, i = 1,2, where X = U, u 
u,, U, = x - g;VJ,“,, D,‘, and U, = X -g;‘(U,?=, 07) are open, gl( U,) n 
IJ,:, (a@ x Dp-‘) = 0 and g2( U,) n U,:, (Dj’ x dD:-‘) = 0. If in addition E : X + 
(0,ooj is a majorant map such that diam 0,“~ inf e(g-l(Diqjj and diam g-‘(Dy) < 
sup E(X) for each j, then g is a decent e-immersion. 
Fundamental Construction (a-compact case). Given a mujorant map E : X + (0, ~0) 
and an embedding f as in the statement of the Fundamental Lemma (in Section 2), 
there exists a map g as in the conclusion, except that g is a decent e-immersion of X 
into Rq - B2 whose singularity q-cells lie in int Bq - B2. 
Proof. The argument consists of constructing a sequence {gi: X + Rq} of nice 
immersions such that g = lim gi is the desired decent immersion. We do only the 
E = co case, since the general case follows from this case much as before, e.g., let 
U 2 f(X) n B2 be an open subset of int B2 such that U contains an infinite, locally 
finite l-dimensional grid L which partitions U into a countable collection {B;} of 
squares with the property: For each j, there is a neighborhood Vj of Bf in Rq such 
that diam y<inge(fl(L$jj and diamf’(L$)<sup E(X). By Proposition 3, there 
is an arbitrarily small push rel( Rq - int Bq) u ( B2 - U) which moves f(X) off of L. 
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Let each B: be fattened in the perpendicular coordinates to give a q-cell Bqc y 
such that (BP, Bf) = (II: x Bqp2, By). Push f(X) off lJ{dBf x BP-*} by the inverse 
of the following specific map u (defined here for future reference): let (T: Rq + Rq 
be a map which is orthogonal projection to lJ{aBT x 0} on lJ{aBf x By-*} and is 
a homeomorphism elsewhere, and takes each y onto itself and is the identity off 
U{ 61. Replacef by K’f: Now the E = 03 case can be applied separately to each BT. 
Hence we assume E = cc in the following proof. We consider only the q 3 6 case, 
since the classical proof works when q s 5, as before. Suppose X = UT=‘=, X,, where 
each Xk is compact and the union is monotone, that is, X, c X,,,. Let go =1: Given 
k 2 0, suppose that a nice immersion gk : X + Rq has been constructed with singular- 
ity q-cells {DP 11 sj s nk} in int B ’ - B2 such that gk(Xk) n B* = 0 (as opposed to 
&(X)nB2=0). Let TE(O, 1/2k) be so small that (gk(Xk)uu(DJqIl~j~nk})n 
B*x vBq-* =0. We construct g k+l essentially by doing a modified Fundamental 
Construction (compact case) on the embedding gk 1 g,‘( B2 x TB’-~). Let (M2, aM2) 
be a nice 2-manifold in (B* x [0, v), 8B2 x 0) as before such that M2 n gk(Xk+l) = 8. 
Let A2 be a 2-cell in int M2 n B2 x 0. Let P’ be a l-dimensional spine of M2 -int A2 
such that dM2c P’. By Proposition 3 we can push &(X) off of P’ by ambient 
isotopy of Rq rel Rq -int(B* x vB’-*). Then by an isotopy of Rq - 
(P’ u dB2 x vBqp2) into itself rel Rq - B2 x vBq-2 we can push &(X) off of IV, where 
N is some neighborhood of M2-int A2 in B2 = vBqF2. (For future reference let 
rk . . Rq + Rq denote the cellular map such that TL’ 1 Rq -(P’ u dB* x vBqp2) is the 
end embedding of this isotopy.) Thus we can assume that gk(Xk+l) n M2 = 0 and 
gk(X) n N = 0. Now the same handle moving operations as before can be done. 
They are performed in int( B2= vBqe2), making sure the cells { Cj x [-A, A) x 
(-p, plqe3} are chosen disjoint from A2, where j is numbered to run from nk + 1 
to nk+,. This produces a nice immersion g k+l with singularity cells { 04 11 <j < nk+l}. 
Let g = limk,, gk. Note that for each k there is a neighborhood wk of Xk in X 
such that g, ( W, = gk I Wk for all j 2 k. Hence g : X + Rq - B* is a decent immersion 
with singularity cells { 07 I 1 s j <a} lying in int Bq - B2. 
The proof of the a-compact case of the Fundamental Lemma is the same as the 
compact case, except for the following technical changes. ‘Nice’ is replaced by 
‘decent’ and the {Ed} are understood to be majorant maps such that CE”=, ,zi < E and 
(without loss) sup &i(X) + 0. In the construction of hr.* from g,, we first push 
hi,l( U,) u IJ 9i+, a little in lJ 9i SO that for each j E J,, (h,,( U,) u U LBi+l) n 0,” 
misses some neighborhood of Df x 0 u a@ x int DT-’ in 0,“. (For future reference 
let yi : Rq + Rq, with support in lJ Di, be a cellular map such that -y;‘l is this push. 
That is, y;‘( 0, x 0 u aD: x D,“-‘) is a neighborhood of DJ’ x 0 u d D? x int D,“-’ in 
D,“.) The ranges of the gi’s, although unspecified here, are readily provided. In the 
discussion on convergence, the inequality 2&i < dist(x, B) should be interpreted as 
2 sup si(X) < dist(x, B); the rest of that sentence uses the fact that g,(x) E g,(cl B)J 
g,(x) E cl l._! 9Ji. 
The Fundamental Lemma also holds under the weaker hypothesis that f(X) n 
dB* x 0 = 0 instead of f(X) n (aB* x Bq-*) = 0. This can be deduced from the stated 
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version by an argument as in the E = cc =+ E > 0 discussion in the Fundamental 
Construction, a-compact case. Given this, the proof of the a-compact case of the 
Theorem (aQ = 0 = Y) is word-for-word the same as the compact case. The relative 
Y # 0 case of the Theorem is immediate from an application of the absolute case 
to X - Y, using the fact that if both g(Y) and g(X - Y) are l-LCC subsets of Q, 
then so is g(X). This completes the Theorem for aQ = 0. 0 
6. Proof of the Addendum to the Theorem (aQ = $). 
Always 8Q = 0 in this section; the aQ Z 0 cases are taken up in Section 7. 
In the Addendum to the Theorem, the key to visualizing the pseudoisotopy taking 
g to id(X) is to think of running the construction of g backwards, that is, of 
constructing id(X) from g by undoing all of the handle moves in the original proof. 
Figs. 3, 4 and 5 make it seem clear that one can do this without introducing 
singularities in g(X). The details which follow are to confirm this. 
To focus on the heart of the pseudoisotopy construction, we first examine the 
compact case. The Addendum to the Theorem is deduced from the following lemma. 
Fundamental Lemma with Pseudoisotopy (compact version, q 3 6). Suppose the data 
of the original Fundamental Lemma (Section 2), except that X is compact and e > 0 
is constant. Then there exists in addition to the embedding g: X + Rq - B2, an E- 
pseudoisotopy h, : Rq + Rq, t E [0, 11, with support in int Bq, such that h,g =J; and such 
that the only nondegenerate point inverses of h, lie in h,‘(f(X) n int Bq). 
Proof. We assume E = 00 throughout, since the previous reductions of the E > 0 case 
to the E = cc case also apply here. The proof of this Lemma entails looking at the 
original proof more closely. In the Fundamental Construction (Section 3), g is 
actually obtained fromfby a regular homotopy g: (= homotopy through immersions) 
of a neighborhood off(X). To make this concrete let @,: l_lJ=i Hj*+ x [-p, ~1 q-3 + 
Bq, t E [0, 11, be the natural isotopy of the thickened elongated handles, joining 
a0 =identity to @r = @, defined by @,llJJ=, H:,+ x {w} = ~r(l-llwll,P~ for each w E 
[--EL, plqP3 and t E [0, l] (notation from Section 3). Let the regular homotopy g: be 
defined using @, exactly as g was defined using @. 
The proof of the Fundamental Lemma in Section 4 is accomplished by application 
of a countable number of these regular homotopies. Regarding for subscript con- 
venience the ith step as the one which produces gi, it commences with the nice 
immersion gi_ , : X + Rq with singularity cells Bi_, = (0,” = 0: x 0pP2 1 j E Ji-,} 
(regard gdo = {Bq = B2 x Bqe2}). This g,_, is transformed to gi : X + Rq by first moving 
the thickened elongated handles xi E { HT,+ x [-p, ~1 q-3 1 j E Ji} (lying in U Bi-,) 
off the 2-cells (0; x 0 1 j E JiPl}, and then squeezing the images of the previously 
moved handles (from the collection %‘-l) toward the same 2-cells. Thus, the 
individual handles in xi, which are defined in step i, are moved during steps i and 
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i+ 1. For the purposes of this section, we wish to regard this combined move a bit 
differently. Namely, instead of moving and then squeezing, we wish to move the 
handles down the squeezed tracks themselves, so that they do not pass through any 
of the yet-to-be-defined singularity cells in 9jaj, j > i. 
For each i 2 1, let this isotopy down the squeezed tracks be denoted 0,, : U %fi + 
U 9i_l, 0~ TV 1, with Oi,O= identity. It can be defined explicitly as fli,l= wi@i,,, 
where Qi,(: lJ xi+U 9,_, is the analogue (i.e. conjugate) in lJ 9i_i of the natural 
isotopy Qt of the Fundamental Construction defined above, and Wi : R4 + R’ is the 
squeezing homeomorphism of step i + 1 mentioned ,above (unlabeled in Section 4), 
with support in lJ 5Bi c lJ ai-,, which transforms gi,2 to wigi,* = hi.2. Note ni,, is an 
ei_,-isotopy. 
For notational convenience, define for i 2 1, 
Hi = lJ 2Zi = lJ { Hj’+ X [-/A, /A] qp3 Ij E Ji}, 
HI = .ni,l(Hi) = U Ini,lCH)IH E xil3 
trHi(=trackofHi)=U{Ri,,(Hi))tE[O,l]}, and Di=UBi. 
Recall from Sections 3 and 4 that, for each i, 
(a) Di-i 1 tr Hi u D, and Hi n Di = 8; hence Hi n Hj = P, for i Zj, and 
(b) g If’(Hi) = fii,lf I) and glf’(Rq-IJ~m=l Hj)=fl. 
The isotopy 0,, described above has the property that, for each i 2 1, 
(c) tr Hi n (HI,, u Q+,) = 0 
(as opposed to just Hi n (Hi,, u Q+,) = 0, as the original description would have 
given). 
Let a!,,: Hi+ Di_1 be the reflection-in-time of &: Hi+ DipI, that is, ai,, = 
ni,r_rfli,:,Os t< 1 (SO that fi$=id(H:)). 
To simplify notation, let [0, CO] serve as the time interval for upcoming homotopies 
and isotopies, instead of [0, 11. 
Let g, :X + Rq, t E [O,CO], be the homotopy defined by 
where it is understood that each fli,, is extended via the identity wherever needed 
in the definition. Then g, is a well-defined isotopy, as can be seen by using (a), (b) 
and (c) above and induction on increasing i to establish: 
(*) for ts[i-1, i],g,:X+Rq is an embedding with image gl(X)= 
(f(X)-IJjzl tr Hj)UIJj<i Hju f2&_i(H:)uIJj,i HI, and furthermore {XE 
XI g,(x) #f(x)) cf’(‘JjziHj). 
Concerning (*), it helps to observe that for the interval t E [i- 1, i], the motion 
of g, lies in tr Hi, while from (a) and (c) it follows that tr Hi n (Ujci H, u lJj,i H:) = 
0. (Note: the embedding g,=i here is not to be confused with the nice immersion gi 
above.) 
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To extend this isotopy g, to a pseudoisotopy of Rq, just observe that from the 
construction and its properties, each ai,, hence each fii,, can readily be extended 
to an ambient si_r-isotopy of Rq, with support in nbhd(tr Hi) - (Hi,, u Q+,) c Di-r, 
so that the definition of g, is unaffected. Define h,: Rq + Rq, TV [0, CO), using the 
same equation which defines g, above. Then II,= lim ,+& is a proper surjection of 
Rq, whose only nondegenerate point inverses lie in hZ’(f(X)) (assuming, without 
loss, that each component handle of each xi intersects f(X)). Thus h, : Rq + Rq, t E 
[0, M], is the desired pseudoisotopy of the compact version. 0 
We turn now to the general cr-compact case. The principal goal of this section is 
to prove the following strengthened version of the Fundamental Lemma (Section 2). 
Fundamental Lemma with Pseudoisotopy (full u-compact version). Supposef: X + Rq 
is an embedding of a u-compactum X, dim X < q - 3, and suppose 17 : Rq + [0, a) is 
any majorant map. Then there exists an embedding g : X + Rq - ( R2 A ~~'(0, 00)) and 
an T-pseudoisotopy h, : Rq + Rq, t E [0, 11, such that h,g =f: Furthermore, letting U = 
~~‘(0, co), then h, may be chosen so that the only nondegenerate point inverses of h, 
lie in h;‘(cl,(f(X)n U)). 
Note. The composition h,g : X + Rq, t E [0, 11, is automatically an isotopy from g to 
J: That is, { h,g 1 t E [0, l]} : X x I + Rq x I is a level-preserving embedding. 
Example. This example shows that in the above Lemma (and similarly in the 
Theorem), if X is a-compact, then one cannot hope to have the nondegenerate 
point inverses of h, lie only in h;‘(f(X)). Let f :X+ Rq be any embedding of a 
rr-compactum X such that f(X) is dense in Rq. The following fact shows that any 
h, provided by the Fundamental Lemma, with nondegenerate point inverses lying 
only in h;‘(f(X)), would have to be a homeomorphism. 
Fact. Suppose h : Rq + Rq is a proper surjection and f(X) = Xc Rq is a dense 
subset such that 
(i) deg h # 0, 
(ii) h is l-l on h-‘(Rq-X), and 
(iii) there exists an embedding g : X + Rq such that hg = id(X). 
Then h is a homeomorphism. 
Proof of Fact. We wish to show that g(X) = h-‘(X), not just g(X)c h-‘(X). Define 
a function 4 : Rq + Rq by cp 1 h-‘(X) = gh and cp 1 h-‘( Rq - X) = identity. Then 9 is 
continuous: this is clear at points of h-‘(Rq -X) (remembering that h is closed, 
hence point inverses {h-‘(y) ly E Rq} have arbitrarily small saturated neighbor- 
hoods), while at points of h-‘(X) this uses that h-‘(X) is dense in Rq (from 
invariance of domain). Furthermore p( Rq) c cl g(X). Now hrp = h hence cp is proper 
and deg cp # 0, hence cl g(X) = Rq. But then cp = identity and therefore g(X) = 
h-‘(X) as sought. 0 
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The proof of the above Fundamental Lemma with Pseudoisotopy is somewhat 
intricate and splintered, so we first prove the following: 
Fundamental Lemma with Pseudoisotopy + Addendum to Theorem (aQ = 0). 
Proof. Suppose Xc Q and n : Q+ [0, co) are given by the Theorem. Note Y is 
irrelevant, since we may as well assume Y n ~~~(0, ~0) = 0. Following the Proof of 
Theorem in Section 4, but using index k in place of (i, j), let { 0: 11 s k < 00) be the 
countable number of 2-cells in Q off of which X is to be moved. Let go = id(X) : Xv 
Q and in general given an embedding g&l : X + Q -U { 0: ( 1 s 1 c k - l}, let gk : X + 
Q-U{D:]l~I~k} b e a nearby embedding constructed as in the original proof, 
this time along with a small pseudoisotopy h,,: Q+ Q, t E [0, 11, such that h,, = 
identity and h,,gk = g&r. Before discussing epsilonics, we exhibit the method of 
composing these pseudoisotopies to get the pseudoisotopy of the Theorem. For 
each k, let Irk,: Q + Q, t E [0, 11, be h k,t with new time parametrization, so that all 
its action takes place between time t = (k - l)/ k and t = 1. That is, hkt = identity 
for 0 s t c (k - l)/ k, and hl,, = hk,r-k+kr for (k - l)/ k s t s 1. The pseudoisotopy 
h, : Q+ Q, t E [0, 11, of the Theorem is defined by h, = limk+,h;,,h;,, . . . hk,,. (This 
method of composition, instead of h, = hmk+&I,tb,r . . 3 hkt, makes it easier to see 
that the limit is a pseudoisotopy.) As before let g = limk+,&k. Observe that one can 
choose the sequence hkt, k = 1,2, . . . , sufficiently rapidly convergent so that h, is an 
n-pseudoisotopy, in addition to g having the properties of the previous proof in 
Section 4. Clearly then h,g = go = id(X). Concerning the location of nondegenerate 
point inverses of h,, first note that one may as well regard Q as being U, in which 
case we need only arrange that h, be l-l off of h;‘(cloX). Now the above Funda- 
mental Lemma with Pseudoisotopy says that any individual h,, can be assumed to 
be l-l off of hk,:(clogk_l(X)), hence any finite composition h,,, . . - h,, can be 
assumed to be l-l off of hj$ . . . h<:(cld(). So if one chooses hi,l =identity on 
h,: . . . h,:(Q- N(X,l/k)) for each i> k, it will follow that h, is l-l off of 
h;‘(cloX). This completes the proof at hand. 0 
For subsequent discussion it is useful to have available the notion of dem X G q - 2 
for a a-compact subset X of R4. This means simply that X satisfies the conclusion 
of Proposition 3 in Section 2; when q # 3 this notion coincides with dim X G q - 2, 
but when q = 3 it is strictly between dim X G q - 3 and dim X < q - 2. (The general 
notion of dem(=dimension of embedding), introduced for compacta in [33], is 
defined for a-compacta in [18].) 
Modified Proposition 3. Suppose the hypotheses on X of Proposition 3 in Section 2. 
Then there exists an embedding g: X + Rq and an q-pseudoisotopy h, : Rq + Rq, t E 
[0, 11, such that h,g = id(X) and dem cl(g(X) n ~~‘(0, CO)) G q -2. Furthermore h, 
can be chosen so that its only nondegeneratepoint inverses lie in h;‘[cl(X n ~~‘(0, a)]. 
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Proof. For simplicity assume n = 00. Write Nz-2 = Rq -Uz, Ri where Nzp2 is 
Nobeling’s universal (q -2)-dimensional set (see Proof of Theorem, Section 4) and 
each R: is a l-dimensional hyperplane in Rq. The embedding g will be such that 
for each i, cl(g(X) n R:) = 0, hence dem cl g(X) G q -2. To construct g, we move 
cl X off one R f at a time, by first moving X off of R! by an ambient isotopy (cf. 
original Proposition 3), and then blowing up cl(X A R:) to [cl(X n Rf)] x Dq-’ by 
the inverse of a pseudoisotopy. Do this for each 1~ i <co in the usual convergent 
fashion to construct g. The sequence of pseudoisotopies so obtained can be composed 
as in the preceding proof to get the final pseudoisotopy. 0 
Turning to the proof of the general u-compact case of the Fundamental Lemma 
with Pseudoisotopy, we first make two reductions of the problem. The first is done 
to obviate certain auxiliary cellular maps o and rk used in Section 5. This reduction 
is that, by applying the Modified Proposition 3 above to f(X) at the start of the 
Fundamental Lemma with Pseudoisotopy, we can assume that dem cl[f(X)n 
~~~(0, OO)] s q - 2, which we do from now on. The second reduction of the problem 
is that, arguing as in the E = co =+ E > 0 remarks in Section 5 (without need of c+ 
now, because of the first reduction), it suffices to prove the following. 
Fundamental Lemma with Pseudoisotopy (reduced a-compact version). Suppose 
f: X + Rq is an embedding ofa u-compactum X, dim X G q - 3, such that cl[f(X) n 
8B2 x Bq-2] = 0 and dem cl[f(X) n int Bq] s q - 2. Then there exists an embedding 
g:X+Rq-B2andapseudoisotopyh,:Rq+Rq, t E [0, 11, with support in int Bq, such 
that h,g =J: Furthermore, h, may be chosen so that its only nondegenerate point 
inverses lie in h;‘[cl(f(X) n int B)]. 
Proof. This proof is virtually a direct adaption to the a-compact case of the above 
compact case pseudoisotopy construction, accomplished by paralleling the manner 
in which Section 5 was adapted from Sections 3, 4. However the auxiliary cellular 
maps {Tk} and { ri} used in Section 5 require special attention. The problem with 
rk, which occurs in the Fundamental Construction in Section 5, is that even though 
one can arrange each finite composition pi - - * Tk to be well-defined, the limit as 
k + 00 will not exist because it will necessarily blow up the bad point which is the 
limit in B2 x 0 of the cells {A’}. 
We remedy this as follows. First note that rk can now be chosen a homeomorphism, 
because of the assumption dem cl[f(X) n int Bq] G q - 2. However, lim,&ooT1 . . . Tk 
will still fail to exist. We can make this limit converge, however, even to a homeo- 
morphism using Proposition 2, by modifying each stage of the Fundamental Con- 
struction using the following observation. If A2 c B2 is a 2-cell such that cl[gk(X) n 
B2 x 0] c int A2 x 0, then A2 can be subdivided into many small 2-cells A2 = u ,A: 
and cl &(X) can be ambient isotoped off lJ,aAf x 0 (since dem cl &(X) s q - 2) to 
arrange that cl[gk(X) n B2 x 0] c u , int A: x 0. Then in the Fundamental Construc- 
tion further activity can be confined to small disjoint neighborhoods of the int A: x 
0’s. This way we can arrange limk+mrl * . * Tk to be a homeomorphism, and so we 
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can disregard it (by absorbing it into h, in the usual manner). Formerly the limit 
of the AZ’s could be a point, whereas now the limit of the Af’s may necessarily be 
as large as a Cantor set, say 2. In short, then, we will assume that in the Fundamental 
Construction ((+-compact case), g is gotten from f by a regular homotopy ar of a 
countable collection of handles which lie in int B4 - B2 and comprise a discrete 
collection in int B4 -Z. 
Now to prove the Fundamental Lemma with Pseudoisotopy (reduced a-compact 
version) one argues as in the earlier compact version, constructing ai,,, 0:,, etc. and 
pushing along the squeezed tracks. However one must take special account of the 
auxiliary cellular map yi used in the original proof of the Fundamental Lemma 
(a-compact case, Section 5). Let Yi,r: R4 + Rq be a pseudoisotopy of yi,o = identity 
to ri,, = yi. The natural definition of the isotopy g:: X + Rq, t E [0, 001, in this case, 
corresponding to the definition of g, : X + Rq in the compact case above, is 
g: = a;2(t+lLi)Yi-1,1 a:_,,, * * * yl,lfli,lg for tE[i-1, i-+1, 
g:’ Yi,*(1+*/2~i)‘n:,IYi-,,,~~-,,, . . . Yl,*fli,lg for t E [i 4, iI, 
and 
This isotopy naturally extends to a cellular homotopy hi : R4 + Rq by extending the 
Qi,, as in the compact case. However we desire hi to be a pseudoisotopy. But hi 
can be adjusted to be a pseudoisotopy h, : Rq + R’, t E [0, ~1, by slowing down the 
Yi,r so that they all are homeomorphisms until the last instant t = 00. That is, in the 
above-definition of g,, every rj,t and rj,, should be replaced for example by 
~jyi,(t_j+l/2)/(1_j+3/2). This new h, no longer covers g: as hi did, but that is not necessary. 
The desired property h,g = id(X) does hold. As in the compact case, the nondegener- 
ate point inverses of h, can be assumed to occur only where they should. 
It remains to consider the cases q = 3, 4 or 5 (still aQ = 0). The classical proof 
which we invoked in Sections 3 and 5 for these cases only provides an approximating 
embedding, not a pseudoisotopy. 
In the original construction in Section 3, the dimension restriction q 2 6 was used 
only in the construction of the ambient isotopy of Bq rel aBq taking the 2-manifold 
M*c r-‘(O) t on o a standardly embedded copy in B* x [0, l] c Bq. If q = 5, this can 
still be done, as any two faithful smooth (or PL) embeddings of (M*, dM*) into 
(B’, aBq) are equivalent for q = 5 (see [38, Theorem 241; the idea is to construct a 
concordance of M* x I in B5 x I by using the Whitney trick to remove O-dimensional 
singularities, and then use concordance a isotopy). 
If q = 3, the handles of M* c n -l(O) may be quite badly linked and knotted, but 
we can construct a nicely embedded 2-cell-with-handles N* which misses f(X) by 
tunneling as follows. Let P3 be one of the closed complementary domains of M2 
in B3 and let 6P3 = frB3 P’( = M*, initially). Let P3 be represented as B2 x [-1, 0] 
with l-handles and 2-handles attached. Let (Y,, . . . , a, be the complementary l- 
dimensional cores of the 2-handles, perturbed slightly by ambient homeomorphism 
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to miss f(X) (Proposition 3). For each i, remove from P3 a small open tubular 
neighborhood of (Y~, so that 6P3 nf(X) = 0 still holds. If we similarly remove 
2-handles from the complement of P3 by adding l-handles to P3, we can arrange 
that both P3 and its complement are cubes with handles, and so can conclude that 
the handles of P3 are unlinked and unknotted (cf. [32, p. 841 and [37]). Finally, let 
N*= 6P3 play the role of M2 in the proof. 0 
In either of the above cases, then, the pseudoisotopy construction above can be 
carried out, even when X is a-compact. 
If q = 4, we return to the classical proof, adapting it to provide the desired 
pseudoisotopy. Namely, we prove the q = 4 case of the Fundamental Lemma with 
Pseudoisotopy directly, using the classical approximation theorem and the following 
Proposition. (For the definition of dem for a-compacta, see [18].) 
Proposition. Suppose X is a u-compact subset of Rq and g : X + Rq is an embedding 
such that 2demclg(X)+2<q and gpl:g(X)+XqRq extends to a map 
y : cl g(X) + Rq. Then there exists an ambient isotopy h, : Rq + Rq, t E [0, 11, such that 
h,g is arbitrarily uniform-close to id(X). Furthermore, if y is T-close to identity for 
some majorant map 7 : Rq + [0, CO), then h, may be chosen an v-isotopy. 
This proposition is a routine generalization of [6]; here n-close means <n-close 
except where n = 0. (The q = 2 case of the Proposition requires [ 111.) By passing 
to a limit, one can construct an n-pseudoisotopy h, : Rq + Rq, t E [0, 11, such that 
hlg =id(X). Given X as in the Approximation Theorem (q =4), the classical 
embedding theorem [22, Theorem V3] can be adapted to provide g as in the 
Proposition. We omit details. 
We remark that the above Proposition leads to a generalization of [6], to give a 
natural condition for two embeddings of a a-compactum into Rq to be ambient 
isotopic, in the trivial dimension range. Details are in [18, § 31. 
7. The a Q # B cases 
This section starts with an example, to illustrate something which cannot be done 
at aQ. 
Example. This shows that in the Theorem with Addendum (aQ # 0 = Y; X compact 
say), even if one only asks that g(X n aQ) be l-LCC in aQ (but not g(X n int Q) 
be l-LCC in int Q), nevertheless one cannot insist that h;‘(aQ) A int Q = 0. Rather, 
some nondegenerate point inverses in h,‘(X n aQ) may have to intersect int Q. 
(Note however if X c aQ, then one can arrange the above conclusion by extending 
appropriately the pseudoisotopy of aQ over a collar neighborhood of aQ in Q.) 
For the example let X,c aQ be any non-1-LCC compact subset of the boundary 
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of any manifold Q4, dim X0< q -4, and let X = X,x [0, l] c aQ x [0, 11, the latter 
set regarded as a collar neighborhood for aQ = aQ x 0 in Q. We show that if one 
could construct g and h, as indicated above, then X, would be I-LCC in 8Q. Let 
o : S’ + 8Q - X, be a small loop near X,. Suppose an embedding g : X + Q and 
pseudoisotopy h, : Q+ Q, t E [0, l] are as above, so that g(X,) is I-LCC in aQ, big = 
id(X), h,(int Q) = int Q and support h, caQx[O, l]-a(S’). Now LU(S’) bounds a 
small singular disc (Y(@) c aQ - g(X,J. By a small homotopy push of this singular 
disc into int Q rel LY(S’), we can arrange a(int D*) c 8Q x (0, l] - g(X). But then 
h,a( D*) c aQ x [0, l] -X and so projection to 8Q gives a small null homotopy in 
aQ-X, of h,cu(S’)=a(S1). 
We proceed to the proofs. There are two independent ways of working at the 
boundary, each with its own virtues. We describe both. As usual Y = 0; the Y # 0 
cases follow from the Y = 0 cases as before. Let aX denote X n aQ. 
Both ways have the common feature that they first produce an embedding 
g, :X + Q, with g,‘(aQ) = ax, and a small pseudoisotopy h,,,: Q+ Q, t E [0, 11, 
such that h,,,g, = id(X) and g,(aX) is l-LCC in aQ. Then the original without- 
boundary case can be applied to the restriction of this embedding g, I: X n int Q + 
int Q to produce an embedding g’: X n int Q+ int Q and small pseudoisotopy 
h::int Q+int Q, TV [0, 11, such that h’,g’= g, IX n int Q and g’( X n int Q) is l-LCC 
in int Q. By choosing hi sufficiently small we can assume that hi extends via the 
identity over 8Q to a pseudoisotopy h:’ : Q + Q, t E [0, 11. The desired embedding 
g:X+Q is defined by gIaX=g,IaX and g]XnintQ=g’, and the final 
pseudoisotopy of the Theorem is the composition h, = h,,,hy : Q + Q, t E [0, 11. 
The first method of constructing g, and h,,, is to simply adapt all of the original 
without-boundary constructions of Sections 3-6 to the with-boundary case. To 
simplify the discussion, we concentrate only on adapting Sections 3,4 and 6, noting 
that the extension of Section 5 follows by exact analogy. Thus, we assume X is 
compact. 
The primary goal is to prove: 
Addendum to the Fundamental Lemma (for application at aQ; X compact). The 
Fundamental Lemma (Section 2) also holds with Rq replaced by R4, = 
{(XI 9. . . , xq) E Rq 1 xq 2 0}, Bq replaced by Bz - Bq n RT and Bq-* replaced by B4,-’ 
(B* remains unchanged), where int Bz = int Bq n R z. It is only assumed that dim(X n 
c?RT) G q -4, and it is further concluded that g-‘(aRT) =f’(aRT). 
This Addendum is proved exactly as the original Fundamental Lemma was in 
Section 4, using in place of the original Fundamental Construction the Addendum 
below. It in turn requires the following modification of the definition of nice 
immersion. A map f: X + Rz is a nice immersion at the boundary if in the original 
definition of nice immersion we replace D,“-’ by D,9;‘= DTP3 x [0, l] and require 
0,” n aRz to be 0:~ Do-’ x 0 and interpret do;;* to mean aDT_’ x [0, l] u 
D,“-’ x l( =frontier of 0:;’ in RTm2; see Fig. 7.) 
We can now state 
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T 
[O,ll 
\1 
Op and left, = D2 X q-2 
J 
aD 
right sides 
j,+ 
=ml 
front and back= aD2 x D q-2 
3 j,+ 
D; =D; x D,';: at the boundary 
Fig. 7. D,” = Df x 0:;’ at the boundary. 
Addendum to the Fundamental Construction (for application at aQ; X com- 
pact). Suppose X is compact and E > 0. Given an embedding f: X + Rz as in the 
preceding Addendum to the Fundamental Lemma, there exists a map g : X + RT - B2 
as in the conclusion, except that g is a nice e-immersion at the boundary, whose 
singularity q-cells lie in (int B4 n RT) - B2. 
The original proof of the Fundamental Construction in Section 3 also serves for 
this Addendum, merely by interpreting the last factor in all q-cells to be [0, I] 
instead of [-1, 11, and considering the domains of p and r to be B4-‘(= BZn Ry) 
instead of B4 (thus n is not extended over BT, and M2c B4-‘). 
The q = 4,6 cases of the preceding Addendum can be proved using the remarks 
from the discussion of the q = 3,5 cases at the end of Section 6. However the q = 5 
case of the Addendum to the Fundamental Lemma rests on the classical embedding 
theorem, which can readily be adapted to the with-boundary context. 
The pseudoisotopy h,,, is constructed for the q # 5 cases by mimicing the construc- 
tion in Section 6. It is interesting to check than an h,,, so constructed may well 
have h,‘,(aQ) n int Q # 0. In the q = 5 case, the above-mentioned adaptation of the 
classical embedding theorem cannot obviously be done by pseudoisotopy (unless 
dim X s l), hence for this single case we rely on the subsequent alternative method 
of constructing h,,,. 
The second method of constructing g, and h,,, is to first apply the without- 
boundary case in the boundary itself, obtaining a I-LCC embedding g,: 8X + aQ 
and pseudoisotopy h,, : 8Q + aQ, t E [0, 11, and then to extend this embedding and 
pseudoisotopy into int Q in appropriate fashion. Unfortunately this extension pro- 
cess requires more than just simple collar extension, so we give some details. The 
idea is one used by Cantrell in [12] ( or even Bing in [3]), and subsequently 
generalized to similar problems by Bryant-Seebeck, Cantrell-Lather and others. 
The following description of the construction is completely without epsilonics 
and without certain tapering and support restrictions, but the interested reader will 
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be able to supply them. The problem is this (compact case): Given a compact subset 
Xc Q, dim aX c q -4, and given a l-LCC embedding g, :aX+aQ and a 
pseudoisotopy h,,, :aQ+ aQ, t E [0, 11, such that h,,lg,= id(aX), to produce an 
extension embedding g, : X + Q of g, and an extension pseudoisotopy h,,,: Q+ 
Q, t E [0, 11, of ha,, such that h,,,g, = id(X). The construction goes as follows. Let 
aQ x [0,2] c Q be a collar neighborhood for aQ = aQ x 0 in Q. Let p : Q + Q be the 
extension-via-identity of the map id(aQ) x p’: aQ x [0,2] + aQ x [0,2], where 
p’: [0,2]+ [0,2] is defined by p’([O, 11) =O, p’(2) =2 and p’ is linear elsewhere. 
Define compact subset X, = p-‘(X) = p-‘(X n int Q) u 8X x [0, l] = Q; define 
ernbe.lding g, : X, + Q by g, 1 r)-l(X n int Q) = identity and g, 1 8X x s = 
h,,g, x id(s) for each s E [0, 11; and define pseudoisotopy h,,,: Q+ Q, t E [0, 11, by 
h,,, 1 Q - aQ x [0, l] = identity and h,,, 1 aQ x s = h a,S+t--LShTi x d(s). Then h,,,g, = 
id(X,). It remains to construct g, from g, and h,,, from h,,,. This uses the collapsing 
trick alluded to above. Suppose p, : Q + Q is a map with the following properties: 
p1 1 Q - aQ x (0,2) = identity, p, 1 X, = p 1 X, and pi is a homeomorphism elsewhere; 
hence, p1 takes Q-ax x [0, l] homeomorphically onto Q - aX x 0. Such a p, can 
be defined explicitly by pushing only vertically in the collar structure, by amounts 
determined by Urysohn functions. Let P, : Q + Q, t E [0, 11, be the natural linear 
pseudoisotopy which realizes p1 from p0 = id(Q). 
Now suppose we had an analogous map o1 : Q + Q and pseudoisotopy wt : Q + 
Q, t E [0, 11, which collapsed the subset g,(aX x [0, 11) to g,(aX x O), keeping aQ 
fixed and taking Q - g,(aX x [0, 11) homeomorphically onto Q - g,(aX x 0). Then 
g, and h,,, can be defined by: g, IX n int Q = w,p;’ IX n int Q and g, 1 ax x 0 = g,; 
and h,,, = Prh*,tW71, which is well-defined when t = 1 because the non-degenerate 
point inverses of w, are mapped to points by pIhe,,. Note that if the only nondegener- 
ate point inverses of h,,, lie in h;:(aX), then the same is true for h,,,. 
Concerning the construction of wt, it seems at first glance that one ought to be 
able to accomplish it by a clever arrangement of available maps, but the following 
codimension 2 example suggests the impossibility of doing this. Let Eqe3 be a locally 
flat, knotted codimension 2 sphere lying in a coordinate chart U of aQ, such that 
( U, ZqP3) = [(Rq-‘, Sqm3) - (Dq-‘, Dq-‘)I u ( Dq-‘, Dzm3), where ( Dq-‘, Dqe3) is 
homeomorphic to the standard ball pair, with Oq-’ n Sq-3 = Dqm3, and (Dq-‘, Di-3) 
is a locally flat knotted ball pair. Let h,, be the pseudoisotopy of aQ which Alexander 
pseudoisotopes the knot to a point, at the same time giving an isotopy of Eq-3 to 
Sqm3. Then there exists no pseudoisotopy wt for this particular h,,. 
Nevertheless, in our codimension 3 situation above wI can be defined by radial 
engulfing, in the manner first used by Bryant-Seebeck [lo]. That is, g,(aX x [0, 11) 
can be ambient isotopically shrunk down as close as desired to g,(ax x 0) in a 
well-controlled manner, using radial engulfing, showing that the Bing Shrinking 
Criterion with Isotopy (elegantly presented in [25]) is satisfied. Then this criterion 
can be applied to construct the shrinking pseudoisotopy 0,. There is no dimension 
restriction on q here; since dem g,(aX x [O, 11) c q - 3, the engulfing works even 
when q = 4. 
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Before discussing some of the details of the a-compact case, we point out that 
in the above construction of g, and h,,, from g, and h,,, if X is u-compact, then 
one must expect h,,, to have nondegenerate point inverses in h,l,(cl X n dQ) rather 
than just in h,f,(cl ax), even if aX is compact. To see this consider the case where 
X n int Q is dense in int Q; necessarily here g, and h,,, must be such that cl g,(X n 
int 0) n hiit, c g,(aX), so h,,, must have nondegenerate point inverses outside 
of h&@X). 
In the a-compact case, the above construction works after suitable modifications. 
Given X, first arrange that cl aX = cl X n 8Q (instead of just c ) by pushing X away 
from 8Q - cl aX keeping cl 3X fixed, by the inverse of a pseudoisotopy. As usual 
we henceforth disregard this pseudoisotopy by tacitly absorbing it into the sub- 
sequent pseudoisotopy. Thus we assume cl 8X = cl X n 8Q. Now given g, and h,,, 
as above, with the only nondegenerate point inverses of h,,, lying in h<i(cl 8X), we 
will construct h,,, to have its only nondegenerate point inverses in h,l,(cl13X). 
As before we seek shrinking homotopies pt and w,, now with time parametrization 
[0, 001 instead of [0, 11. Let pm: Q+ Q be defined as p1 was above, with aX replaced 
by cl ax. The new w, requires a special definition, because for X a-compact there 
may not exist any map like the previous w1 shrinking g,(aX x [0, 11) to g,(aX x 0). 
(The reader may wish to verify this point for himself with an example, because the 
following paragraphs are designed expressly to circumvent this problem.) We first 
define a cellular homotopy w, on [0, co) a segment [k - 1, k] at a time. Write 
X = lJ?=i X, as a union of increasing compacta. To start, let w,, t E [0, 11, be a 
pseudoisotopy which shrinks g,(aX, x [0, 11) to g,(aX, x 0), just as in the compact 
case. Extend w, over the interval t E [ 1,2] so that during that time it squeezes 
w,g,((aX,-ax,) x [0, 11) to g,((aX,-ax,) x 0), always keeping 8Q fixed. Continue 
this to o;), so that for t E [k - 1, k), the only nondegenerate point inverses of w, are 
precisely {w;‘(g,(x x 0)) = g,(x x [0, 11) 1 x E ax,_,}. Now w, = limtqaowt is not in 
general defined, because it can go amuck on (cl aX - 8X) x 1. But it is not necessary 
that w, be well-defined on Q, as we will show. We wish to use woo to define the 
desired maps g, and h,,, by letting g, = w,g,pG,’ 1 X and h,,i = pJ~*,,w&‘. For 
these definitions to make sense, it is only necessary that the following conditions hold: 
(1) letting Y = (Q - (pa/r,,,)-‘(cl fix)) u aX x 1, then w,] Y = lim,,,w, 1 Y is a 
well-defined embedding, and 
(2) letting 3 be the uppersemicontinuous decomposition of Q defined by the 
point inverses of p-h*,,, that is, 9 = {(p,h,,I)-‘(w) 1 w E Q} (note the only 
nondegenerate elements of 3 are in (p,oh*,,)-l(cl 8X x0)), then w,‘~ 
lim t-tuw I -’ induces a well-defined map from Q to Q/S. 
These two conditions are arranged by choosing each partial homotopy wI, r~ 
[k - 1, k], to move only points arbitrarily near w,+,g*((8Xk -ax,_,) x [0, l]), and 
to move each point w E Q only in a small neighborhood of an arc wkeIg*(x( w) X 
[0, 11). That this suffices to ensure condition (1) is clear, and for (2) one can argue 
as follows: for each G E 3, define w,(G) = n,,, cl lJ{w,( G) 1 f 2 s}. By choosing 
the w,‘s carefully as described above, it can be arranged that the sets {w,(G) ) G E %} 
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are disjoint compacta which comprise an uppersemicontinuous decomposition of 
Q, denoted w,( 3). Now w,’ defines a map from Q to Q/ 3, by sending each o,(G) 
to the point G in Q/ 9. For given any neighborhood U of any GE 97, there exists 
an s such that for all t a s, w;‘(w,( G)) c U. 
So now g, and h,,, can be defined as above. In the usual fashion h,,, can be 
defined by slowing down the shrinking action of w, (by slowing down the time 
parametrizations of each of its component pseudoisotopies on each [k - 1, k]) so 
that o, has no nondegenerate point inverses until t = CO. 
8. Comments 
For arbitrary codimension 23 subsets of Rq the proof of the Approximation 
Theorem given in this paper breaks down badly. For consider the following example, 
which makes use of Bing’s example of a hereditarily indecomposable continuum S 
in Rq which separates two given points x and y [2, Theorem 31. Let G be a countable 
union of such S’s so that X = Rq - G is O-dimensional. Then Rq -X contains no 
path, so that one cannot even get started in the proof of the Approximation Theorem. 
Of course, there exist l-LCC approximations to this X because it is O-dimensional. 
But in the general situation little is known; for example: Is it true that given an 
arbitrary X c Rq, with dim X < q - 2, there exists a nearby embedding g :X + Rq 
such that Rq -g(X) is 0-LC at g(X)? 
Appendix 
These are a supplementary sequence of figures to illustrate the idea of the 
Fundamental Construction - Fundamental Lemma (Sections 3,4). Here the embed- 
ding f is id(X) : XL, Rq. 
See Fig. A.l. The compacturn X associated with Fig. 4 might look like this 
(dimensions exaggerated). Here X = I x (1-t *) where I = interval and + = disjoint 
union. The intersection of X with R3 is a parabolic shaped interval union a point. 
The goal is to reembed X to miss B2c R3. 
Fig. A.l. 
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See Fig. A.2. This depicts g(X) = g,(X) c R4 - B*, which is the image of X under 
the first (nice) immersion. This immersion g, is obtained by isotoping the handle 
Hj’c R3 underneath B* in R3(Hj is not shown above; see Fig. 4). In the Fig. A.2, 
gi(X) has two singular points, corresponding to four points in X. 
See Fig. A.3. Let Xi = 1 x * = the component of X not moved by g,, and let Dj’ 
be the spanning 2-disc in R3 for the handle HTc R’. 
If it were the case that Xi n 0: = 0, then the singularities of gi(X) could be 
removed by squeezing g,(X -X,) toward Dj’, so that this image passed through the 
gap indicated in Fig. A.4. The key step in Stan’ko’s argument is observing that the 
problem of making X, n 0; = 0 is like the original problem of making X n B* = 0. 
So mimicing the construction of g,, there exists an immersion g; : X, + Rq -D,?, 
Fig. A.2. 
the desired gap in 
Fig. A.3. 
Fig. A.4. 
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arbitrarily close to g, 1 X, = id(X,), which creates a gap. Then the singularities of g, 
can be removed by squeezing toward the gap as indicated above, to produce an 
immersion g,: X + R4 - B2 with singularities much smaller than those of g,. Carried 
to the limit, this process produces the desired reembedding of X into Rq - B2. 
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